Saras Awakening (Elements~The Before World) (Volume 1)

Apocalyptic storms have reshaped the
Earth, forcing people to seek refuge from
the newly imposed monarchy run by The
Rosen Family. After a chance meeting with
the Prince, Sara is forced to live separated
from her family, inside the castle with The
Rosen Family. Armed with powers she
does not know she possesses, and bearing a
mystical tattoo on her shoulder, Sara learns
her dark dreams are hauntingly real
premonitions. Determined to figure out
what is true, what is real, and if magic
exists again, she must navigate through the
lies and deception, while she explores the
question of love. Could her first love be her
true love? Or will his Jekyll and Hyde
personality push her away? Join the
19-year-old Sara in this sci-fi, futuristic,
romantic fantasy in the name of love, loss,
and magic.
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